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ABSTRACT 

This habilitation thesis is focused on advanced algorithms and methodology concerning aided 

navigation systems predominantly using MEMS based inertial sensors and aiding systems. It mainly 

describes the contribution of the applicant in areas involving a complex design and development  

of such navigation systems. Thus, it deals with principles of navigation, methods of system parameters 

estimation, calibration techniques, modeling, and signal/data processing. The thesis presents particular 

solutions and their direct impact on the system performance and accuracy. In addition, results 

published as well as unpublished are presented.  

 

ANOTACE 

Předkládaná habilitační práce se věnuje pokročilým algoritmům a metodám užívaným v oblasti 

navigačních systémů převážně využívajících MEMS inerciálních senzorů a doplňkových pomocných 

měřicích systémů. Práce popisuje přínos žadatele v oblasti výzkumu a vývoje těchto navigačních 

systémů. Práce se zabývá navigačními principy, metodami odhadu parametrů systému, kalibračními 

metodami, modelováním a zpracování signálu a dat. Práce dále uvádí konkrétní řešení a jejich vliv  

na funkčnost a přesnost navigačního systému. Vše je dokládáno výsledky jak publikovanými,  

tak i nepublikovanými. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This habilitation thesis provides the overview of the applicant’s activities in the field of aided 

navigation systems. The applicant has been supervising a navigation group at the Department  

of Measurement, so he has participated on the majority of activities done within this group in the form 

of consultation, leadership, or putting hands on. He has been a supervisor specialist of four PhD. 

students who have worked on topics corresponding to the field of inertial navigation and aiding 

systems.   

Since accuracy of navigation systems is always directly related with a sensors choice, the thesis 

also includes short part introducing sensors suitable for cost-effective navigation systems and those 

which the applicant has used in his research projects. As the area of navigation systems using  

a cost-effective solution is complex, the thesis covers all phases of their design and development 

procedures which the applicant has been dealing with. It includes the topics concerning deterministic 

and stochastic sensor parameters evaluation methods, sensor error model design, signal and data  

pre-processing, data validation techniques, data fusion, and evaluation of navigation equations. All 

these have been applied in projects determined to experimental research from which several 

publications in SCI journals and conferences arose and several entire navigation systems were 

developed. In chapter 2 a reader can find a basis of background commonly used in navigation systems 

which also provides information about the current state-of-the-art in technology and methodology 

applied in these systems. Following chapters describe the applicant particular work, his motivation and 

contribution, as well as results and conclusions of his activities. Chapter 3 summarizes the applicant 

areas of research followed by chapter 4 which is composed of selected journal and conference 

proceedings papers describing the applicant work and contribution. Chapter 5 supplements  

the previous one with additional description of his work and contribution which have not been 

published yet. It has a supportive character for a reader to see at which direction the applicant research 

activities have been aimed. Chapter 6 provides the information about areas of research on which the 

applicant wants to focus in the future. At the end chapter 7 concludes the applicant activities and work.  
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2. CURRENT STATE-OF-THE-ART IN NAVIGATION SYSTEMS 

This chapter forms a part of introduction to the field of navigation systems for a reader to 

understand the current-state-of-the-art and learn technology and methodology the applicant has been 

dealing with.  

 

2.1. NAVIGATION SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY AND ITS PROGRESS 

Navigation systems providing the tracking of an object attitude, position, and velocity play a key 

role in a wide range of applications, e.g. in aeronautics, astronautics, robotics, automotive industry, 

underwater vehicles, or human body observation. A common technique to do so is via a dead 

reckoning. One form of a dead reckoning technique is using an initial position, velocity, and attitude 

related to a predetermined coordinate frame and consecutive update calculations based on acceleration 

and angular rate measurements. These measurements are generally provided by 3-axis accelerometer 

(ACC) and 3-axis angular rate sensor (ARS) or gyroscopes (gyros) forming so called Inertial 

Measurement Unit (IMU). According to required precision of navigation and economical aspects 

suitable inertial sensors have to be chosen. The sensors are a major source of errors in navigation 

systems; therefore, the type of an application should be considered as well. In the case of ARS/gyros 

required precision related to determined applications is denoted in Fig. 1, for the case of ACC it is 

shown in Fig. 2.  

 

 

Fig. 1 - Required precision of sensed angular rate according to specified applications [2.1] 

For aircraft navigation it is, according to Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, required to employ ARS/gyros  

with the precision better than 1 deg/h and ACC not more than 10 g. The higher precision, the more 

expensive the device is. The other aspect, which has to be taken in account, is if a particular device is 

solid-state or is using moving parts. According to Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, one can see that mechanical gyros 

and ACCs satisfy requirements on precision the most; nevertheless, there is a trend to replace them 

with solid-state devices for their better reliability, stability, and MTBF (Mean-Time-Before-Failure) 

parameter. Therefore, in the following text there will be preferred solid-state devices.    

The most precise device for angular rate measurements is a ring laser gyroscope (RLG), which has 

the stability better than 0.1 deg/h and the resolution better than 10
-6

 deg/s. In the case of ACC,  

the most precise existing device is a servo ACC with the resolution about 1 g. These devices would 

have been ideal for all applications, if they were not so expensive. Due to this reason other systems, 

such as Micro-Electro-Mechanical-Systems (MEMSs), have been used in cost-effective applications, 

such as in UAVs or small aircrafts. MEMSs are typically defined as microscopic devices designed, 

processed, and used to interact or produce changes within a local environment. MEMSs offer reduced 

power consumption, weight, manufacturing and assembly costs, and increased system design 

flexibility. Reducing the size and weight of a device allows multiple MEMS components to be used  

to increase functionality, device capability, and reliability. In contrast, MEMS performance has many 

weak aspects, such as for precise navigation purposes low resolution, noisy output, worse bias 
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Fig. 2 - Required precision of sensed acceleration according to specified applications [2.1] 
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stability, temperature dependence and so on.  Nevertheless, their applicability in navigation is wide 

due to fast technology improvements, applied data processing algorithms, and used aiding systems.  

In a navigation area aiding systems are commonly used to provide corrections for position or attitude 

evaluation both coming from ACCs and ARSs. Those systems might be based on for instance GNSS, 

electrolytic tilt sensors, pressure based altimeter or speedometer.  

A near-term gyro technology from a scale factor and bias stability point of view is depicted  

in Fig. 3. It compares the performance of cost-effective MEMS sensors with fiber optic gyros (FOG), 

ring laser gyros (RLG), and mechanical gyros with a high-speed rotating inner fly-wheel. It has been  

a big progress in MEMS technology recently to increase the capability of MEMS based ARS to be 

sensitive even to the Earth rate. Therefore, it is possible to find such devices on market and use them 

in applications, in which FOG has been previously dominant. However, FOG devices still fulfill  

the gap between RLG and MEMS ARS technology and still provide better solution in applications,  

in which a higher stability is required, higher than MEMS based ARS can provide. 

 

 

Fig. 3 – Near-term gyro technology [2.2] 

A similar comparison for a current and near-term ACC technology is shown in Fig. 4. MEMS 

based ACC enables wide range of applications, in which requirements on resolution and precision are 

not so tough, e.g. high-g ACC in airbags, 1-mg resolution for stabilization purposes. It has become 

very popular to use quartz-resonator ACC in more accurate applications due to its costs. If higher 

accuracy is still required, only mechanical pendulous rebalance (servo) ACC has to be utilized.  

 

 

Fig. 4 - Accelerometer types and their performances [2] 

In cost-effective applications MEMS based devices are preferred. Therefore, their usage has to be 

accompanied by modern methods of signal and data processing, algorithms for their calibration, 

parameters identification, and fusion. Only this can thus provide stable solution for a particular 

application with required accuracy.  
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2.2. INERTIAL SENSORS AND THEIR MEASUREMENT FRAMES  

This chapter is about to introduce basic parameters and characteristics of MEMS technology based 

inertial sensors which fall into the applicant major interest. It aims to provide the overview of MEMS 

inertial sensor technology, its current stage, and difficulties which have to be dealt with.  

   

2.2.1. GYROS/ANGULAR RATE SENSORS 

Among basic parameters generally provided in product datasheets there belong a dynamic range, 

initial sensitivity, nonlinearity, alignment error, initial bias error, in-run bias instability, angular 

random walk, linear acceleration effect on bias, and rate noise density. According to these parameters 

there can be defined following types of gyros: low-cost, moderate-cost, and high-performance gyros. 

When looking at datasheets an in-run bias stability provides the information about the best sensor 

performance corresponding to the gyro resolution floor. Unfortunately, there are other exhibiting error 

factors which affect a gyro performance. In all cases a gyro noise and its frequency dependency have 

to be taken into account and handled. Methods for stochastic sensor parameters estimation and 

handling are closely described in chapters 4.2, 4.5, and 4.6. In the case of low and moderate-cost gyros 

scale factor, alignment error, and null bias errors accompanied by parameters variation over  

a temperature range highly decrease the gyro performance. To minimize their impacts it is required  

to perform the calibration within which a correction table or polynomial correction function is 

acquired. Calibration methods are dealt with in chapter 4.1.       

The other perspectives of the gyro performance are produced by the fact that it does not measure 

just a rotational rate but also its sensitive element has linear acceleration and g
2
 sensitivities. It is 

caused by the asymmetry of a mechanical design and/or micromachining inaccuracies and it can vary 

design to design. Due to Earth’s 1 g field of gravity, according to [2.3], it can suffer from large errors 

when uncompensated. In the case of low-cost gyros the g and g
2
 sensitivities are not specified because 

their design is not optimized for a vibration rejection. They can have g sensitivity about 0.3°/s/g. 

Therefore, looking at a bias instability in these cases is almost pointless due to a high effect of this 

vibration behavior. Higher performance gyros improve the vibration rectification by a design so  

the g-sensitivity goes down to 0.1°/s/g. To further decrease this sensitivity anti-vibration mounts might 

be applied. Nevertheless, these anti-vibration mounts are very difficult to design, because they do not 

have a flat response over a wide frequency range and they work particularly poorly at low frequencies. 

Moreover, their vibration reduction characteristics change over the temperature and life-cycle.  

Analog Devices, Inc. (ADI) [2.3] introduced in 2011 new high-performance, low-power iMEMS® 

gyros specifically for angular rate (rotational) sensing in harsh environments. They employ differential 

quad-sensor technology, which rejects the influence of linear acceleration and vibration  

very efficiently. Therefore they offer exceptionally accurate and reliable rate sensing even when 

shocks and vibrations are applied. Their g-sensitivity is as low as 0.015°/s/g. 

 

2.2.2. ACCELEROMETERS 

MEMS technology based accelerometers in the navigation area measure linear acceleration mainly 

on a capacitive principle. Among their basic parameters there can be included a measurement range, 

nonlinearity, sensitivity, initial bias error, in-run bias instability, noise density, bandwidth of frequency 

response, alignment error, and cross-axis sensitivity. In the case of multi-axis accelerometers z-axis 

often has a different noise and bias performance. Unlike the gyros, accelerometers are affected  

by vibrations in principle and if the frequency spectrum is adequate for the application no problem 

arises from this point of view. A current technology of MEMS accelerometers cannot compete with 

high-performance types and cannot be implemented to stand-alone inertial navigation systems due to 

their low resolution and insufficient noise level reduction. Generally, this type of accelerometers is 

used in navigation systems in which GPS receiver is also implemented to compensate position errors 

or in attitude and heading reference systems in which the position is not required and thus 

accelerometers are used just for an attitude compensation done according to Earth’s field 1g sensing.   
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2.2.3. INERTIAL MEASUREMENT FRAMES 

To provide navigation in 3D it is obligatory to use at least 3 gyros for rotational rate sensing and  

3 accelerometers for linear transitional motion sensing. These two triads compose an inertial 

measurement unit (IMU). The gyro frame and accelerometer frame generally coincide and their 

sensitive axes correspond to vehicle main axes as shown in Fig. 5. The framework structure is defined 

with respect to the international orders ISO 1151-1 and 1151-2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There exist modifications of IMU configuration, for instance for a gyro-free measurement unit, but 

this modification is suitable just for particular applications where attitude is evaluated according  

to accelerometers measurements and Earth field 1g sensing, which does not work properly under 

dynamics. It is, however, also possible to modify the framework structure and its orientation. These 

modifications can be applied to increase precision of acquisition data process, for details see chapters 

4.3, 5.1. 

 

2.3. DATA PROCESSING IN NAVIGATION SYSTEMS 

Navigation systems are primary supposed to provide position, velocity, and attitude outcomes. 

These navigation data are typically estimated by a chain of processes schematically shown in Fig. 6.  

A detailed description of particular processes follows. 

 

 

Fig. 6 – Block scheme of processes required for position, velocity, and attitude estimation  

(ACC – accelerometer, ARS – angular rate sensor/gyro, IMU – inertial measurement unit) 

2.3.1. SIGNAL/DATA PREPROCESSING 

Signal/data preprocessing can differ according to types of sensors utilized. The sensors might have 

analog as well as digital outputs. In the case of analog outputs the preprocessing requires A/D 

conversion with an analog low-pass filter applied. The low-pass filter is then used for both high-

frequency components reduction and as an anti-aliasing filter. When the outputs are in digital form 

then a digital low-pass filter is utilized alone. It is very important to choose a cut-off frequency 

correctly plus observe a group delay. Usually, the sensors’ bandwidth is about 300 Hz up to 800 Hz 

depending on the sensors’ type. If high rate navigation solution is required, which is generally 

intended for airborne applications, the frequency bandwidth can be reduced down to 50 or 40 Hz.  

In some applications it can go lower down to 20 or 10 Hz, but it is not a common case. A main 
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challenge is related with a spectrum and amplitude of vehicle vibrations coming from its propeller and 

structure. The character of vibrations is closely discussed in chapter 4.5; however, the vibration 

influence also drops all the way down to 1 Hz as well and can then go up to tens of Hz. Higher 

frequencies are not so complicated to recognize in data and treat them by low-pass filtering; 

nevertheless, so low frequencies cannot be distinguished in data from vehicle dynamic maneuvers. 

This aspect is crucial and also makes a big difference from robotic-grounded applications in which  

the vibration spectrum differs in principle. A proper signal/data filtering helps to reduce vibration and 

noise components in sensors’ readings and makes easier following data processing and fusion.  

The easiest design of a low-pass filter is the 1
st
 order one with its transfer function defined as 

 ( )  
 ( )

 ( )
 

 

    
,  (2.3.1) 

where τ is a time constant, y(s) denotes the Laplace transform of the filter output, and u(s) corresponds 

to the input. 

 

This kind of the filter is advantageous for its small group delay; however, its efficiency is generally 

low. Therefore, other types with higher orders are used; common types correspond to windowed FIR 

filters, for example the Bartlett window is used in ADI smart inertial sensors. Other possibilities were 

also studied, such as wavelet multi-resolution filter in its real-time form, for details see chapter 4.5.  

 

2.3.2. DETERMINISTIC ERROR COMPENSATION 

In the field of navigation the estimation of inertial sensor deterministic errors plays a key role. 

Mainly multi-axial non-orthogonalities/misalignment and scale factor errors have to be identified and 

estimated within a calibration process and then compensated. There exist many approaches to calibrate 

the sensor; however, their applicability is strongly influenced by the approach time consumption and 

by the equipment which is needed for the calibration purposes. These two factors mainly affect  

the price which is the factor all manufactures consider the most. According to required precision and 

price a method is determined and applied. The calibration methods differ according to used equipment 

with its motion frame control and measurement frame, where knowledge of the reference information 

is or is not required for all measured values or for their combination. Platforms with a precise 

measurement frame are very expensive. The more the precision is needed, the more they are 

expensive. More details about different calibration methods are presented in chapter 4.1. 

 

2.3.3. NAVIGATION DATA ESTIMATION 

Navigation data generally inform about position, velocity, and attitude, all defined in 3D coordinate 

frame. This coordinate frame can be defined with different origins and axes; however,  

in the navigation field according to [2.4] there are used: 

 Inertial frame (I-frame), 

 Earth-Centered-Earth-Fixed frame (ECEF frame), 

 Navigation frame (N-frame) often corresponding to the Local-level frame, 

 Body frame (B-frame) assumed to correspond to the vehicle frame, 

 Sensors’ frame forcing to align with the B-frame. 
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Fig. 7 – Coordinate frames overview 

 

Navigation data are primary provided by so called inertial navigation system which is formed  

by a combination of an inertial measurement unit and a computer running estimation of navigation 

equations. This approach can be find in more details in [2.4-2.8] etc. The approach is defined as  

a strapdown mechanization (or INS mechanization) and is processing raw inertial sensors’ data  

in differential equations. These equations have a form with respect to [2.8] as follows 

 ̇    
       (    

     
 )    , (2.3.2) 

 ̇ 
    

 (   
  ), (2.3.3) 

 ̇     , (2.3.4) 

 ̇ 
    

 (   
  )  (   

  )  
 , (2.3.5) 

where  low-letter indices indicate the frame (n – N-frame, e – ECEF frame, i – I-frame, b – B-frame, 

en – N-frame with respect to ECEF, ie -  ECEF frame with respect to I-frame, ib – B-frame 

with respect to I-frame),  

upper indices define in which frame the vector is expressed,  

low indices express in which frame the vector is measured or obtained 

   corresponds to “D” component of the velocity vector    defined in N-frame (N, E, D), 

  
  is a transformation matrix transforming the very next vector from B-frame to N-frame, 

   notes a vector of accelerations measured and expressed in B-frame, 

   is a vector of gravitational acceleration defined in N-frame, 

   notes a vector of angular rates, 

   
     

     
 . 

 

The ECEF frame is needed for the expression of the gravity vector, vector of the Corriolis and  

the centrifugal force and their compensation in a data processing chain. To do so, transformations 

from ECEF frame to N-frame and reversely are needed. The reference ellipsoid used to approximate 

the Earth surface is called WGS 84 with following parameters: semi-major axis a = 6378137.0 m and 
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semi-minor axis b = 6356752.3 m. This reference ellipsoid is given by the radius of curvature  

in the prime vertical RN and by the meridian radius of curvature RM, which both depend on the latitude 

  [2.7 p. 54] as follows  

   
 (    )

√(        ( )) 
  [    (

 

 
    ( )   )], (2.3.6) 

   
 

√        ( )
  [  

  

 
    ( )], (2.3.7) 

  √  
  

  
   . (2.3.8) 

 

The position vector is then defined as 

    [

(    )   ( )   ( )

(    )   ( )   ( )

(  (   
 )   )   ( )

],  (2.3.9) 

where       denote latitude, longitude, and height above the surface. 

 

For the transport rate between I-frame and ECEF frame it is needed to define  

   
  [

 
 
  

], where                
       . (2.3.10) 

 

The proceeding of INS mechanization can be done by two-speed or single-speed approach  

[2.4-2.6], [8]. The two-speed approach can be comprehended as a predecessor of the single-speed 

approach and was used before high-computation-load computers were available. It divided the full 

calculation cycle into two parts with different update rates. Generally, it was caused by the fact that 

not all variables were not necessary to calculate with the high rate. In the case of the single-speed all is 

calculated with the same rate.    

 

Equations (2.3.2-2.3.5) can be applied in the principle scheme depicted in Fig. 8. Blocks 

corresponding to ACC and ARS frames include compensation of sensors’ frames deterministic errors, 

which is closely described in chapters 2.3.2, 4.1. 

 

The INS mechanization algorithm consists of following steps running in an infinite cycle. Those 

steps are: 

1. numerical integration, 

2. velocity update, 

3. position update, 

4. attitude update. 

 

A numerical integration is about to get increments of attitude angles and velocity from measured 

angular rates and acceleration. It comes from the continuous form [2.7] defined as  

    ∫  ̃  
    

  
    

,       
  ∫  ̃    

  
    

, (2.3.11) 

where  ̃  
 and  ̃ are vectors of measured angular rates and accelerations in B-frame. 

 

To proceed a numerical integration it is sufficient according to [2.4] to apply 2
nd

 order Runge-Kutta 

method defined as  

     
 

 
( (  )   (    ))  , (2.3.12) 

where    corresponds to a difference of the time instances, which is to a sampling period. 
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Fig. 8 – Principle scheme of the INS mechanization [2.8] 

Eq. (2.3.12) can be also used for velocity increments from accelerations. Before other steps of INS 

mechanization are described two aspects affecting the INS precision have to be learnt. Those are: 

- Coning effect (gyros): Coning effect is the apparent drift rate caused by motion of an input 

axis in a manner that generally describes a cone. This usually results from a combination  

of oscillatory motions about the gyro principal axes. The apparent drift rate is a function  

of the amplitudes and frequencies of oscillations present and the phase angles between them, 

and is equal to the net solid angle swept out by the input axis per unit time [2.9]. 

- Sculling effect (accelerometer): Sculling effect is the apparent acceleration resulting  

from the combined inputs of linear vibration along one axis, and angular oscillation  

at the same frequency around a perpendicular axis. The magnitude of the effect depends  

on the amplitudes and relative phase of these inputs, and appears on the axis perpendicular  

to both inputs [2.9]. 

 

After a numerical integration is processed velocity, position, and attitude updates take place. 

Mathematical procedure provided below is primary related to [2.5-2.7], [2.10]. The subscript k denotes 

a current time instance; other subscripts are described at (2.3.2-2.3.12). To simplify the report  

of equations the vectors are not marked differently; however, except    all is three-dimensional. 

1) Velocity update 

a) Approximation of the rotational and sculling motion 

   
         

  
 

 
       

  
 

  
(         

       
     ). (2.3.13) 

b) Extrapolation of the height 

                      . (2.3.14) 

 

c) Extrapolation of the longitude and latitude 

I. Computation of the N-frame rotation vector ζ  

       (       
         

 )    . (2.3.15) 

II. Computation of the ECEF frame rotation vector   

          
     . (2.3.16) 

III. Computation of the quaternions 

        
      [

   ‖         ‖

   ‖         ‖

‖         ‖
‖         ‖

],  (2.3.17) 
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 [
   ‖         ‖

 
   ‖         ‖

‖         ‖
‖         ‖

], (2.3.18) 

IV. Computation of the quaternion for the N-frame extrapolation to ECEF frame 

        
            

              
     

 , (2.3.19) 

        
       

       
       

         
     

 (2.3.20) 

        
       

 [

(  
    

    
    

 )  (         )  (         )

 (         ) (  
    

    
    

 )  (         )

 (         )  (         ) (  
    

    
    

 )

] , 

in this case           
       

. (2.3.21) 

d) Extrapolation of the velocity using the increments of velocity from measured acceleration and 

calculated gravity vector compensated for a Corriolis effect 

      
      

  
 

 
(     

             
 ). (2.3.22) 

e) Update of angular rates using extrapolated latitude 

   
    

    
  [

      ( )
 

       ( )
],      

  [

   (    )

    (    )

       ( ) (    )
]. (2.3.23) 

f) Re-computation of the N-frame rotation vector 

   (         
           

 )  . (2.3.24) 

g) Velocity update 

I. Transformation of the velocity increment from B-frame to N-frame 

   
  [  (      )]      

        
     

,  (2.3.25) 

where (   [

  
  
  

]  )     [

      
      
      

]. 

II. Computation of the velocity increment caused by gravity/Corriolis vector 

         
  [      

  (          
           

 )        
 ]  . (2.3.26) 

III. Velocity computation by composing the velocity increments 

  
      

     
           

 . (2.3.27) 

2) Position update 

a) Interpolation of the true half interval velocity defined in N-frame  

      
     (    

    
 ). (2.3.28) 

b) Extrapolation of the height 

                  . (2.3.29) 

c) Interpolation of the longitude and latitude 

I. Re-computation of the N-frame rotation vector 

   (         
           

 )  . (2.3.30) 

II. Re-computation of the ECEF frame rotation vector 

      
   . (2.3.31) 
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III. Computation of the quaternions     
     

 and       
    for the N-frame and ECEF frame 

using    and    and the same principle as in velocity update part. 

IV. Computation of the quaternion for the N-frame extrapolation to ECEF frame 

    
            

          
     

, (2.3.32) 

    
          

        
     

, (2.3.33) 

    
    [

(  
    

    
    

 )  (         )  (         )

 (         ) (  
    

    
    

 )  (         )

 (         )  (         ) (  
    

    
    

 )

], 

in this case       
   

. (2.3.34) 

d) Position update - in this case there exist several approaches using direct velocity integration or 

quaternion proceedings. The first case has a form 

  
      

    
   . (2.3.35) 

e) Update of    
  and    

  goes from the change of     
   

 as well as updated latitude and longitude. 

 

3) Attitude update 

1. Correction of the interpolated values of longitude and latitude 

[

      
      
      

]  
 

 
([

    
    
    

]  [

  
  
  

]). (2.3.36) 

2. Correction of the N-frame rotation vector    using (2.3.30) with modified          
  and 

         
  with respect to [                    ] applied in (2.3.23). 

3. Approximation of the B-frame rotation vector    with a compensation of the coning effect 

       
 

  
         . (2.3.37) 

4. Attitude update 

    
      [

   ‖     ‖
   ‖     ‖

‖     ‖
‖     ‖

], (2.3.38) 

      
    [

   ‖     ‖

 
   ‖     ‖

‖     ‖
‖     ‖

], (2.3.39) 

    
            

          
     

, (2.3.40) 

    
          

        
     

. (2.3.41) 

 

The quaternion     
   

 contains the information about actual Euler angles and also is used to calculate 

an actual form of the transformation matrix      
   

. 

 

INS mechanization has been known for a long time and has been verified in many applications. 

However, it still works with just raw inertial data passed through a low-pass filter and extracted  

from deterministic sensors’ errors. To further improve the performance and precision of the navigation 

solution there is commonly used a Kalman filter fusing results of INS mechanization with aiding 

systems. These aiding systems can vary based on a particular application having a different form and 

can use variable integration scheme as presented in chapter 4.6. 
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The Kalman filtering (KF) will not be described further in details in this thesis because the first 

mention about the KF was referred by Rudolf E. Kálmán in 1960 and since that time this filtering has 

become an approach widely used for data processing and fusion. Details can be found for example  

in [2.7], [2.11], chapter 4.6 and in many other publications. The KF originally was aimed for linear 

systems; nevertheless, it has been modified for non-linear solutions as well. It has many modifications 

which use different approaches to solve and optimize mathematical equations and their calculation 

load in a data process performed in the KF cycle. Another extension of the KF is an unscented Kalman 

filter and a particle filter. These filters are often used for highly non-linear solutions and are highly 

computation loaded. Nevertheless, these types of the filters are not often used in real-time navigation. 

The KF implementation has also several forms depended on its coupling. It can be operated in loosely-

coupled, tightly-coupled, or ultra-tightly-coupled as well as in centralized or decentralized scheme; 

details can be found in [2.10], [2.12]. Other modifications of the scheme can go from the close-loop  

or open-loop integration design. The choice of a particular design depends always on a designer and 

the application.  

Other possibility for the inertial data processing is the utilization of complementary filters. Their 

structure and design go from analogue regulation circuits as shown in Fig. 9. The feedback is provided 

by proportional and integral controllers with their gains KI and KP. A practical application can be 

found in chapter 4.6. According to the scheme from Fig. 9 the estimated angles  ̂  is defined  

in Laplace form as follows [2.13]   

 ̂   
 

 
 ̇  

  

 
  

  

  
 , (2.3.42) 

where    ̂   ̂   . 
 

 

Fig. 9 – Principle scheme of a complementary filter [2.13] 

 

2.4. INERTIAL SENSORS AND THEIR PARAMETERS ESTIMATION 

In the case of stochastic errors estimation and modeling there also exist various methods using  

for example PSD (Power Spectral Density) and ACF (Auto Correlation Function) which are 

straightforward; however, these methods cannot clearly distinguish different characters of noise error 

sources inside the data without understanding of a sensor model and its state-space representation 

[2.14]. Unlikely, Allan VARiance analysis (AVAR) is a time-domain approach to analyze time series 

of data from noise terms point of view. The AVAR was introduced by D. W. Allan in 1966 in [2.15]. 

Originally it was oriented at the study of oscillator stability; however, after its first publication this 

kind of analysis was adopted for general noisy data characterization. Because of the close analogies  

to inertial sensors the AVAR has been also included in IEEE Standard [2.16-2.18] and that is  

the reason why AVAR became a standard tool for inertial sensors’ noise analyzing. As described  

in [2.19] the AVAR technique provides several significant advantages over the others. Traditional 

approaches, such as computing the sampled mean and variance from a measured data set, do not reveal 

the underlying error sources. Although the combined PSD/ACF approach provides a complete 

description of error sources, the results are difficult to interpret [2.20]. 
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The AVAR estimates the variance of averaged data in a cluster of a certain length, which is defined 

by interval , moving through the whole data set. The AVAR characterizes Allan deviation that can 

vary based on the cluster length  and analyzed data set y. A basic equation can be defined as [2.21] 

 
)y,(f2

y
 

 
(2.4.1) 

The AVAR has some modifications and based on the shift of clusters in the data set and 

corresponding AVAR calculations (for details see [2.21]) it is possible to distinguish three basic types 

of AVAR: non-overlapped (original), overlapped, and modified. There also exists another type called 

dynamic AVAR, for details see [2.22-2.23]. The original non-overlapped AVAR is defined as [2.21] 

 

 
 

 



 




1

1
1
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i
ii
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y yy

M


 

(2.4.2) 

where M – the number of clusters in the data set, M=floor(N/m), N – the total number of samples  

in the data set, m – the number of samples in the cluster,  – the time length of the cluster,     
  ,   – the sampling period,  ̅   ̅    – mean values of certain cluster corresponding to   and i+1 

cluster. 

In cases of short intervals  there is a large number of used clusters which leads to small errors  

in estimation and large confidence. On the contrary, a small number of clusters in case of long  leads 

to large errors in estimation and small confidence. The usage of the overlapped AVAR improves  

the confidence of the result estimate and its stability mainly in cases of long clusters where M comes 

close to value 2. However, the applicability and suitability of the overlapped AVAR for long data sets 

are questionable mainly for its high computational load. The confidence of the AVAR result 

corresponds to the estimate error defined as [2.14]: 

   ( )  
 

√ (
 

 
  )

 (2.4.3) 

where all variables are denoted at (2.4.2). 

The AVAR and its results are related to seven noise terms, whose typical performance can be seen 

in Fig. 10, that can be identified in inertial sensors output and whose estimation can lead to errors 

suppression in the data [2.18], [2.24]. The five basic noise terms correspond to the following random 

processes: angle/velocity random walk, rate/acceleration random walk, bias instability, quantization 

noise, and drift rate ramp. Furthermore, this basic set of random processes is extended  

by the sinusoidal noise and exponentially correlated (Markov) noise [2.24]. In most cases different 

noise processes appear in different length of time interval  with different slopes or shapes. Due to this 

aspect long data set should be measured to be capable to cover all noise terms presented in it. It can be 

assumed that if the existing random processes are all statistically independent then AVAR allows easy 

identification of various random processes based on their influences within the time interval . 

Generally, the total error can be classified as a sum of individual independent noise errors [2.18] and 

the total variance can be expressed as: 

       
    

      
      

      
     

 
 (2.4.4) 

where all abbreviations correspond to Table 1. 

 

Type of the noise Abb. 
Curve 

slope 

Value of the 

coefficients 

Quantization noise Q -1    (√ ) 
Angular/velocity random walk ARW -1/2    ( ) 
Flicker noise/bias instability BIN 0            ⁄  

Rate/acceleration random walk RRW +1/2    ( ) 

Rate ramp noise RR +1    (√ ) 

Table 1 - Summary of error sources and their characterization 
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Fig. 10 - Allan variance/deviation plot [2.18]. 

In guidance and navigation applications the integrated velocities and integrated angles are also 

often used as observables instead of accelerations and angular rates. Therefore, when a quantization 

noise can be characterized by a white noise in integrated observables [2.16], it can be done the same 

way in measured accelerations and angular rates. A white noise can also be applied  

for the angular/velocity random walk modeling in measured quantities due its random walk effect  

in integrated observables [2.14]. Furthermore, the rest of the noise sources have to be considered and 

included in the model if their influences are not negligible and their shapes are visible in a log-log 

Allan deviation plot. For this kind of analysis long data (more than 1 hour) should be preferred. Basic 

mathematical description for the error sources are stated in Table 2. 

 

Types of 

error source 
Basis for the model Mathematical description 

Q + ARW white noise   

BIN 1
st
 order Gauss-Markov process  ̇( )    ( )     ( ) 

RRW random walk  ̇( )    ( ) 

RR 2
nd

 order Gauss-Markov process  ̈( )  √    ̇( )    
  ( )    ( ) 

Table 2 - Model definitions of five basic noise error sources,  

(β represents a correlation time, B&K correspond to the noise terms estimated from AVAR, w is a white noise) 

Based on (4) the total error of terms needed for modeling can be expressed as [2.25]: 

                      (2.4.5) 

 

Individual models based on Table 2 can be defined with differential operator as: 

      
   

   
          

  

 
     

  

   √       
  (2.4.6) 

 

The substitution of (2.4.6) in (2.4.5) gives 

        
   

   
 
  

 
 

  

   √       
  (2.4.7) 

By rearranging (2.4.7) it leads to 

  (   )(   √       
 )        (2.4.8) 

   (   )(   √       
 )     (   √       

 )    (   )  

Eq. (2.4.8) can be also expressed in a general form 

    
( )     

( )     
( )          

( )     
( )         , (2.4.9) 

which leads to coefficients definition as 

         √          √       
         

  (2.4.10) 
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             √   (    )           √        
 (    )            

    

In majority cases AVAR plot includes only RRW and BIN parts, so (2.4.7) has a form 

        
   

   
 
  

 
   |RR = 0, (2.4.11) 

Subsequently rearranging (2.4.11) differential equation can be constructed as 

                   (    )      ; (2.4.12) 

and its state space model in continuous domain and one channel has a form as 

  ̇  [
  
   

]  [
  
  
]  [

  
   

]  [
    
  

] . (2.4.13) 

  [  ]  

Eq. (2.4.13) can be rewrite into the form of a discrete state space model as 

      [
  
       

]   , (2.4.14) 

   [  ]  , 

where Ts is a sampling period. 

Covariance matrix of the discrete model Qd can then be in form 

       [
  
     

      
 ]    [

(    )   (    )

  (    )     
]    (2.4.15) 

where Q represents covariance matrix of the continuous model. 

To design and develop a perfect model for each sensor to cover as many sources of errors as 

possible is one side of the modeling problem. The AVAR can analyze and evaluate a part of it  

from the noise point of view when long data under static conditions are available. For this case more 

than 5 hours of the observation is sufficient; however, more than 10 hours is recommended. The other 

part comes from the deterministic parameter estimation within which random behavior of the sensor 

has to be considered as well. Example of the single ACC model equation can be found in [2.16 p. 

192]. It is rather complicated to cover all errors because special calibration equipment should be used. 

Even when the sensor was calibrated and its model evaluated, it would be also complicated  

to implement it. In all cases the model observability and stability should be assured and it addresses 

the main problem. Therefore, involving smaller number of errors into the model generally is preferred. 

The model is then called sub-optimal and often it provides the only solution of the observability and 

stability problem. Nevertheless, in the case of MEMS based navigation means so deep modeling 

seems faint. When noise perspectives are the only concern, it is commonly enough to include only 

white noise and exponentially correlated noise or just one of them, because of the aiding systems 

presence. The model should treat the noise just in the time range corresponding to a time interval when 

no data from the aiding system are available. That leads to the time range about 1 to 3 minutes,  

no more. For each sensor this range can be estimated based on the evaluated AVAR plot. 

The simplification of the model provides another advantage in a reduction of a computation load. 

As all aspects for modeling are considered it is clear that sub-optimal solution in a MEMS based 

application is rather optimal from the implementation point of view.   
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3. FIELDS OF THE APPLICANT INTEREST IN AREAS OF NAVIGATION SYSTEMS 

A main applicant interest aims at applications of MEMS based inertial sensors to provide 

navigation data. It is caused by the fact that high performance sensors, such as ring laser gyros and 

servo-accelerometers, are not commonly available due to their price as well as these sensors 

implementation changes the character of a final application. The applicant’s interest is mainly put to 

technology applicable in light or small aircrafts or unmanned aerial vehicles. When these applications 

are considered many challenges in signal/data processing and data validation occur. Even though  

the processing of the navigation equation is theoretically well-known, it is a big challenge to 

implement and verify a full navigation equation and observe its long-distance behavior. However,  

the core of the applicant activities is in a local-matter applications in which a simplified navigation 

equation is more suitable. It goes from a character and time range of the navigation solution in which 

under these circumstances particular aspects can be considered negligible, e.g. Corriolis effect. As 

MEMS based sensors are cheaper and thus more suitable for a wider range of applications, it has to be 

considered that this kind of navigation unit is not generally stand-alone. Thus the utilization of aiding 

systems, such as GPS receiver, tilt sensors, magnetometers, distance sensors etc., has to take place. 

Even if aiding systems are implemented, inertial sensors should play a primary role. Therefore, one  

of main applicant activities is aimed at increasing the sensitivity and signal to noise ratio of sensors  

by increasing their numbers and by the modification of their sensitive axes. It is followed by a study  

of measuring unit calibration procedures and special data treatment by data validation, preprocessing 

and fusion.  

A following part formed by chapters 4 and 5 provides the overview of the applicant activities and 

work which have been done. Chapter 4 summarizes theory and practical considerations accompanied 

by results in selected published papers. Chapter 5 informs about other resent activities which have not 

been published yet.   

 

3.1. THE APPLICANT CONTRIBUTION 

The applicant has aimed primary at MEMS based navigation system design so his main contribution 

can be summarized and structured in the following areas and points: 

a) estimation of deterministic sensor parameters and calibration procedures 

 The selected paper  
Šipoš, M. - Pačes, P. - Roháč, J. - Nováček, P.: Analyses of Triaxial Accelerometer Calibration 

Algorithms. IEEE Sensors Journal. 2012, vol. 12, no. 5, p. 1157-1165. ISSN 1530-437X. (IF: 1.520), 

presented in chapter 4.1, provides the overview about different up-to-date approaches to 

calibration processes, parameters identification, and consecutive sensor error compensation. It 

is accompanied by a proposal of new approaches to a calibration procedure; it analyzes and 

compares them in various manners.  

 Other applicant papers concerning this area are listed in chapter 3.4 in [3.1 – 3.6]. 

b) estimation of the stochastic sensor parameter and modeling 

 The selected paper 
Roháč, J. - Šipoš, M. - Šimánek, J. - Tereň, O.: Inertial Reference Unit in a Directional Gyro Mode of 

Operation. In IEEE SENSORS 2012 - Proceedings [CD-ROM]. Piscataway: IEEE Service Center , 

2012, p. 1356-1359. ISBN 978-1-4577-1765-9. (IF: --), 

presented in chapter 4.2, deals with a design of an inertial reference unit in which AVAR was 

used for analyses of sensors’ noise parameters. It was supplemented by another signal 

processing methods, calibration, models for data fusion, and the system verification.   

 Other applicant papers concerning this area are listed in chapter 3.4 in [3.7 – 3.8]. 

c) measurement frames modification 

 The selected paper 
Roháč, J.: Accelerometers and an Aircraft Attitude Evaluation. In IEEE Sensors 2005 – The 4-th IEEE 

Conference on Sensors [CD-ROM]. Irvine, CA: IEEE Sensors, 2005, p. 784-788. ISBN 0-7803-9057-1. 

(IF: --), 

presented in chapter 4.3, is the original paper about the ACC measurement frame 

modifications and their advantages against a usual configuration.  

 Other applicant papers concerning this area are listed in chapter 3.4 in [3.9 – 3.11]. 
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d) navigation data evaluation and their fusion 

 The selected paper 
Reinštein, M. - Roháč, J. - Šipoš, M.: Algorithms for Heading Determination using Inertial Sensors. 

Przeglad Elektrotechniczny. 2010, vol. 86, no. 9, p. 243-246. ISSN 0033-2097. (IF: 0.244), 

presented in chapter 4.4, provides the way of data evaluation and addresses the advantages  

of data fusion in navigation systems. It presents the model of data fusion and its application  

in the Kalman filter.    

 Other applicant papers concerning this area are listed in chapter 3.4 in [3.12 – 3.21]. 

e) data pre-processing and validation 

 The selected paper 
Roháč, J. - Ďaďo, S.: Environmental Vibration Impact on Inertial Sensors’ Output. In: Sensors & 

Transducers. 2012, In Press. ISSN 1726-5479. (IF: --), 

presented in chapter 4.5, proposes a solution for data pre-processing in harsh-environment 

conditions when aircraft vibrations affect the data in a wide frequency range. There was 

proposed a real-time application of the wavelet multi-resolution denoising approach. 

 Other applicant papers concerning this area are listed in chapter 3.4 in [3.22 – 3.25]. 

f) aiding systems and their integration 

 The selected paper 
Roháč, J. - Šipoš, M.: Sensors and Data Processing Methods Used in Navigation Systems. In 

Proceedings of the International Scientific Conference Modern Safety Technologies in Transportation. 

Košice: SUPREMA Ltd., 2011, p. 342-348. ISBN 978-80-970772-0-4. (IF: --), 

presented in chapter 4.6, makes the overview of aiding systems possible to be implemented  

in navigation systems of UAVs. Furthermore, it deals with and compares several possible 

methods suitable for data fusion and processing. 

 Other applicant papers concerning this area are listed in chapter 3.4 in [3.26 – 3.38]. 

g) implementation of navigation means in non-aerial applications 

 The selected paper 
Nováček, P. - Roháč, J. - Ripka, P.: Complex Markers for a Mine Detector. IEEE Transactions on 

Magnetics. 2012, vol. 48, no. 4, p. 1489-1492. ISSN 0018-9464. (IF: 1.363), 

presented in chapter 4.7, informs about other possible applications for navigation systems, 

particularly in this case it was in the system of a hand-held mine detector whose head 

positioning was required. The paper proposes an alternative solution suitable for aiding. 

 Other applicant papers concerning this area are listed in chapter 3.4 in [3.39 – 3.41]. 

h) aerospace related topics 

 Other applicant papers concerning none of above mentioned areas are listed in chapter 3.4  

in [3.42 – 3.47]. 
 

The applicant is also one of authors of the book “Inertial Systems Navigation” pressed in 2006 

(ISBN 80-969619-9-3). The book is written in Slovak language, so it cannot be found in international 

databases. Nevertheless, it was meant to be a handbook introducing the area of inertial navigation 

systems with their sensors, data acquisition and evaluation methodology. It is the only recent book 

about this topic written in Slovak or Czech with this wide range of cover. Moreover, he is a coauthor 

of the book “Aircraft Maintenance Technician” pressed by CERM in 2006. The handbook is 

determined for aircraft technicians and provides the overview of current aircraft systems. 

 

3.2. LIST OF RESEARCH PROJECTS 

1. 2012-2014 Technology Agency of the Czech Republic - grant No. TA02011092 

“Research and development of technologies for radiolocation mapping and navigation 

systems” 

2. 2012-2015 Ministry of the Interior of the Czech Republic - grant No. VG2VS/243  

“Two survey points range-finding system utilization for perimeter security” 

3. 2010-2012 Grant Agency of the Czech Technical University in Prague - grant  

No. SGS10/288/OHK3/3T/13 “Modular system for precise attitude and position 

estimation”. 
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3.3. OVERVIEW OF SENSORS STUDIED AND APPLIED 

As was previously mentioned a target kind of inertial sensors belongs to the group of cost-effective 

ones and thus MEMS based sensors have been generally used in the research. However, lately  

the applicant has started dealing with a fiber optic gyro and quartz accelerometers. 

 

In the applicant research there has been studied a behavior of the following sensors or multi-axis 

measurement units: 

 ADIS16355, ADIS16405 are IMU units consisting of 3-axis ACC and 3-axis ARS  

from Analog Devices, Inc. In the case of ADIS16405 the composition is supplemented  

by 3-axis magnetometer, which we did not use for its strong dependency on surrounding 

environment. 

 AHRS M3, 3DM-GX2 units are Attitude and Heading Reference Systems also evaluating all 

three Euler angles. The units include all sensors as was mentioned at ADIS16405. 

Nevertheless, in this case we used only sensors raw data. The manufacturer is Innalabs 

International, and MicroStrain respectively. 

 CLX02LF3 is a 3-axis ACC from the Crossbow manufacturer. 

 ADIS16136 is a single axis tactical grade gyro from Analog Devices, Inc. 

 DSP-3100 is a single axis fiber optic gyro from the KVH manufacturer. 

 INN-204 is a single axis accelerometer from the Innalabs manufacturer. 
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4. METHODS USED IN NAVIGATION SYSTEMS – PUBLISHED PAPERS 

4.1. ESTIMATION OF DETERMINISTIC SENSOR PARAMETERS, CALIBRATION 

Šipoš, M. - Pačes, P. - Roháč, J. - Nováček, P.: Analyses of Triaxial Accelerometer Calibration 

Algorithms. IEEE Sensors Journal. 2012, vol. 12, no. 5, p. 1157-1165. ISSN 1530-437X. (IF: 1.520) 
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4.2. ESTIMATION OF STOCHASTIC SENSOR PARAMETERS 

Roháč, J. - Šipoš, M. - Šimánek, J. - Tereň, O.: Inertial Reference Unit in a Directional Gyro Mode of 

Operation. In IEEE SENSORS 2012 - Proceedings [CD-ROM]. Piscataway: IEEE Service Center, 

2012, p. 1356-1359. ISBN 978-1-4577-1765-9. (IF: --)  
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4.3. NAVIGATION AND ITS RELATION WITH MEASUREMENT FRAMES 

Roháč, J.: Accelerometers and an Aircraft Attitude Evaluation. In IEEE Sensors 2005 - The 4-th IEEE 

Conference on Sensors. Irvine, CA: IEEE Sensors, 2005, p. 784-788. ISBN 0-7803-9057-1. 
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4.4. PRINCIPLES OF NAVIGATIONAL DATA EVALUATION AND FUSION 

Reinštein, M. - Roháč, J. - Šipoš, M.: Algorithms for Heading Determination using Inertial Sensors. 

Przeglad Elektrotechniczny. 2010, vol. 86, no. 9, p. 243-246. ISSN 0033-2097. (IF: 0.244)  
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4.5. DATA PRE-PROCESSING AND VALIDATION 

Roháč, J. - Ďaďo, S.: Environmental Vibration Impact on Inertial Sensors’ Output. In: Sensors & 

Transducers. 2012, In Press. ISSN 1726-5479. (IF: --) 
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4.6. TYPES OF NAVIGATION SYSTEM INTERCONNECTION AND COUPLING WITH AIDING MEANS 

Roháč, J. - Šipoš, M.: Sensors and Data Processing Methods Used in Navigation Systems.  

In Proceedings of the International Scientific Conference Modern Safety Technologies  

in Transportation. Košice: SUPREMA Ltd., 2011, p. 342-348. ISBN 978-80-970772-0-4. 
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4.7. USAGE OF A NAVIGATION IN AN APPLICATION OF METAL DETECTORS 

Nováček, P. - Roháč, J. - Ripka, P.: Complex Markers for a Mine Detector. IEEE Transactions  

on Magnetics. 2012, vol. 48, no. 4, p. 1489-1492. ISSN 0018-9464.  
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5. METHODS AND TECHNOLOGY APPLIED IN NAVIGATION SYSTEMS– UNPUBLISHED RESULTS 

5.1. MODIFICATIONS OF MEASUREMENT FRAMES 

Within the research project #1 in chapter 3.2 a new concept of a navigation system has been 

developed. Its design uses a resulting concept motivated from the original paper presented in chapter 

4.3 whose utility design was patented under Intellectual Rights Properties under No. PUV 2011-24979 

named “Measurement Unit of an Artificial Horizon”. A basic principle of the navigation system, 

shown in Fig. 11, implements the ACC framework modification supplemented by other frame defined 

by three-axis IMU ADIS16405 in a typical frame configuration. Side board 2-axis ACCs ADIS16204 

are turned 45 deg with respect to the Earth gravity vector when the main board is horizontal.  

This navigation system fuses inward obtained data from ACCs and ARSs with external aiding 

systems, i.e. GPS receiver and magnetometer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11 –The modified accelerometer framework,  

a principle scheme (left), two shots of the realized navigation system (middle, right) 

The concept of the navigation system, shown in Fig. 11, integrates sensors with digital outputs. 

Even if they are considered as smart sensors with a temperature and misalignment compensation their 

signal processing units work with a limited number of inputs and thus the signal to noise ratio (SNR) 

can be further improved just by an inner filtering capability. The filter increases a group delay which is 

the disadvantage of the concept. Unlikely, to improve the signal to noise ratio it is necessary to utilize 

sensors with analog outputs and increase their number per a sensitive axis. Therefore, a new concept 

has been developed. Its entire design, shown in Fig. 12, is composed by four 3-axis ACCs ADXL337, 

four 2-axis ACCs ADXL203, and three 1-axis ARSs ADIS16136, all from ADI manufacturer. All 

ACCs are analog, unlikely the ARSs which are digital. Chosen ARSs are the only tactical grade 

angular rate sensors available on market, which was the reason for their implementation. Since  

the frame modification was previously applied only on ACC frame, it is so in this new concept as well. 

The ARS frame has not been modified. The whole concept can be divided from the ACC point of view 

into three parts having different frames, see Fig. 12. The first part utilizes two 2-axis ACCs placed  

on two side boards as has been used in previous case of the navigation system shown in Fig. 11. Each 

ACC on side boards are turned 45 deg with respect to the Earth gravity vector when the main board is 

horizontal. This concept brings benefits in sensing the gravity vector by ACCs with a low resolution 

around 1 mg under conditions close to horizontal. The second part is already placed on the main board 

whose axes correspond to the main aircraft ones. This second part includes two groups; each consisted 

of two 3-axis ACCs forming two ACC frames. In a group one part of the ACC frame is always 

oriented in order to form the opposite to the other one. For each ACC axis then exists the other one  

in which an applied acceleration produces the same output magnitude but with an opposite sign; those 

ACCs are coupled. Thus three ACC couples are within each group, as depicted in Fig. 12. Each couple 

outputs are led into a differential amplifier as shown in Fig. 13 to perform  

 

                              (       ),  (5.1) 

 

where     corresponds to outputs of an ACC couple, 
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    is a DC value when no acceleration is applied, 

    reflects the output change when acceleration applied. 

 

When opposite directions of sensitive axes within an ACC couple are considered and  

          in ideal case, there can be (5.1) rewrite into the form 

 

                     , (5.2) 

 

where    is an applied acceleration in i-axis of the main board frame. 

 

When a noise is considered with respect to (5.1.-5.2) the resulting value     can be evaluated as 

    √   
     

 , (5.3) 

where     is a standard deviation of the noise for j-direction (j = {1,2}) along i-axis of the main board  

(i = {XL, YL, ZL}). 

 

From (5.2-5.3) there can be seen that the sensitivity was doubled and a noise level increased, but 

not two times. That improves the signal to noise ratio (SNR). To further improve the SNR the outputs 

from both groups can be: 

1. averaged, which will produce estimated acceleration value in i-axis  ̂      and  ̂   
   

√ 
, 

2. added to each other, which will produce estimated acceleration value in i-axis  ̂      and 

 ̂   √    
      

  , 

where      corresponds to the resulting value     obtained from (5.3) for g-group (g = {1,2}). 

 

In both mentioned cases the final SNR is improved. The last third part of the new concept,  

see Fig. 12, utilizes two 2-axis ACCs whose sensitive axes are horizontal and also differentially 

oriented. In this case the ACCs were chosen in order to provide forward and lateral acceleration 

sensing with as low noise as possible. The sensors ADXL203, according to the datasheets, reach  

the lowest noise density parameter in the ADI production of multi-axial ACCs, which was the reason 

for their implementation. 

 

 

Fig. 12 – A new concept of a navigation system in multi-sensor configuration 

ARSs with their axes – blue, ACCs with their axes – grey 

Part #3

Part #2

Part #1
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Fig. 13 – A principle scheme of 3-axis ACCs’ output data processing (one channel), 

XL, YL, ZL form the main measurement frame  

The new proposed concept of a navigation system is advantageous for its multi-sensor 

configuration which brings the capability of the signal handling the way as described by (5.1-5.3) as 

well as the SNR improving, data fusion, plus increased sensitivity of ACC based attitude evaluation 

with increased reliability by side-boards ACCs. The ACCs are accompanied by tactical grade ARSs 

and thus the whole system should reach the best performance for this MEMS based navigation system 

category. The system is still under development. 

5.2. MODULAR NAVIGATION SYSTEM FOR PRECISE POSITION AND ATTITUDE EVALUATION 

The design and development of a modular navigation system for precise attitude and position 

evaluation was the objective of the research project #3 specified in chapter 3.2. The final solution was 

a product of a collective work of PhD. students, master degree students, and the applicant.  

The applicant managed the project, coordinated and led partial tasks, as well as partially worked  

on particular solutions. A principle scheme is depicted in Fig. 14. A core part of the system consisted 

of modules involving IMU, GPS receiver, tilt sensor, magnetometer (MAG), and pressure sensors.  

The core was extendable for arbitrary data modules, which could be connected but not necessarily. All 

modules were connected via CAN bus with a master module using the CANaerospace communication 

protocol. The master module controlled the data flow and acquired obtained data. Raw data were 

compensated for deterministic errors, pre-processed, and used for attitude and position evaluation. 

Furthermore, all data were stored in SD card for later acquisition. The extended Kalman filter was 

used for navigation data evaluation and its results were sent via wireless connection to the ground 

station SW, which displayed them. The whole airframe part of the system was mounted on board  

of the UAV Bellanca Super Decathlon XXL depicted in Fig. 15 the way as shown in Fig. 16.  

For the performance verification the core part was extended by arbitrary data modules involving  

a reference position and attitude system PolaRx2e@, which was a multi-antenna and multi-functional 

GPS receiver, and multiple electrolytic tilt modules (ETMs) for their performance observation and 

testing. All arbitrary modules had to be designed with respect to IEEE1451 which assured automatic 

module identification and configuration within the CAN bus. 
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Fig. 14 – A modular concept of the navigation system 

 

 

Fig. 15 - Bellanca Super Decathlon XXL (Hacker Model Production) 

 

 

Fig. 16 – The modular system configuration 
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The ground station SW had two parts, the first one displayed the data measured and stored  

with the capability to read data from the SD card, see Fig. 17. It was used in pre-flight system 

verification when all data were transmitted. The other part, shown in Fig. 18, provided the overview  

of onboard evaluated navigation data transmitted from the UAV to the ground station. The SW was 

also designed to receive system monitoring data but this part has not been used so far. 

 

 

Fig. 17 – The modular navigation SW (ModSys) 

A – measured and stored data, B – arbitrary data, C – SD logger data proceeding   

 

 

Fig. 18 – ModSys ground station SW 

A – maps with localization, B – artificial horizon, C – system monitoring data  
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To verify the performance of the navigation system, there has been performed a test flight  

with the UAV, which was remotely controlled to perform various flying patterns illustrated in Fig. 19. 

The whole flight took 30 minutes. 

 

 

Fig. 19 – Flight tracks of the experiment with the UAV with different shape 

a. – rectangular, b. – eight-pattern, c. – circular, d. – rapid attitude changing trajectories 

To determine the precision of position evaluation there has been applied an algorithm using 

extended Kalman filter fusing INS and GPS (INS/GPS EKF) and for the attitude accuracy estimation 

there has also been used another algorithm utilizing attitude EKF with Gauss-Newton compensation 

feedback. To minimize a vibration influence on measure data, data were pre-processed by a 10
th
 order 

low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency at 5 Hz. All results were compared with the reference obtained 

from a multi-antenna GPS receiver Septentrio PolarX2@e and are shown in Table 3. The typical 

standard deviation (1) of the reference in all channels is given in Table 4. The performance 

corresponded to standard settings of the receiver not using any enhancements by augmentation 

systems or a differential GPS. The attitude accuracy was proportional to the baseline lengths among 

antennas, 3 meters between wing antennas and 0.9 meters between the wing-baseline and the tail 

antenna. 

 

 Position INS/GPS EKF 

(m) 

Attitude INS/GPS EKF 

(deg) 

Attitude EKF + Gauss-

Newton Algorithm (deg) 

 North East Down Roll Pitch Yaw Roll Pitch Yaw 

RMSE 4.54 4.89 5.94 1.17 1.98 5.17 2.28 3.07 6.07 

1  2.96 3.40 4.67 1.09 1.75 4.41 2.12 2.87 5.58 

Table 3 – The precision of the attitude and position evaluation process 

 Position accuracy 

(m) 

Attitude accuracy 

(deg) 

 Horizontal Vertical Roll Pitch Yaw 

1  1.1 1.9 0.2 0.6 0.3 

Table 4 – The precision of the multi-antenna GPS system 

The algorithms accuracy estimation partially suffered from the inaccuracy of the reference which 

was the only one available for flight experiments. A disadvantage of the reference was also  

in its functionality in harsh-vibrating environment which was causing outages in data flow. 
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6. FUTURE WORK 

An R&D in the field of navigation systems is progressive as there still exists a broad demand  

for their usage in variety of new applications. In the field of terrestrial navigation an attention is given 

to navigation provided inside buildings or in places with low availability of a GPS signal mainly  

in urban areas where the accuracy rapidly decreases. In these cases the primary role is put on inertial 

sensors and other aiding systems, e.g. laser scanners, Wi-Fi positioning, optic vision etc. In the case  

of aircraft operation the safety is always considered. Nowadays, large aircrafts are going to flight 

according to GPS coordinates instead of VOR and DME navigation means. So GPS technology cannot 

be omitted; however, to increase the safety the demand addresses a system redundancy as well as  

its independency on other external means but the ones influenced just by the flight dynamics. 

Therefore, stand-alone functionality of navigation means should not be omitted as well. According to  

a current R&D in the field of navigation systems it seems that the attention is still focused on all 

aspects of design and development of navigation means including improvements in sensor technology 

and sensors’ performance, signal/data processing, calibration methodology, plus measurement systems 

integration and data fusion. Although the range of potential activities in the area of navigation is wide 

and none is less interesting, the applicant wants to give his main attention to investigate new methods 

and potential solution of navigation objectives and to design and develop: 

 A precise navigation system primary using only inertial sensors, such as fiber optic gyroscopes 

DSP-3100 (KVH manufacturer) and quartz ACCs INN-204 (Innalabs manufacturer), all available 

at the laboratory K13138-LIS. Hence, the task lies in its development and realization including 

design and implementation of algorithms needed for attitude and position determination that is 

not relying on other aiding systems. Based on the first look it seems that the task is just to 

implement already known methods and algorithms, but based on the closer look the development 

and realization bring many challenges the applicant has not dealt with or dealt just partially 

before. It includes a precise design of sensor beds and holders, analog ACC outputs signal 

processing and conversion into a digital form, measurement unit calibration, complete INS 

mechanization implementation, and the system verification. The INN-204 has the resolution  

of 5 g which leads to a current output value being units of nA and with the sensor range 50 g it 

provides a big dynamic range for the AD converter. There is already knowledge of possible 

calibration methods suitable to calibrate an IMU; however, these methods have been generally 

applied on MEMS based units with resolution about 1 mg and 0.1 deg/s. In this case the sensors 

have the resolution about 5 g and 10
-8

 deg/s, which requires a different approach and equipment. 

The final application can address small aircrafts where price is still a key factor and in this case 

the costs would be around 350 000 CZK (just the sensors) which is low with respect to potential 

competitors in this category of navigation systems.   

 A miniature and low-cost navigation system, which could be used for general navigation 

purposes. Although a navigation system can be found even in smart phones, its application is 

simple and has strict limits of functionality. Advantages of a proposed system will be in broad 

functionality under different conditions provided by a unique integration of up-to-date sensors, 

not just inertial ones, supported by algorithms improving the precision of the position and attitude 

estimates. The final application could be oriented for instance at hand-held navigation units  

for blind people, light UAV navigation, mobile robots, intelligent mine detectors etc. 

 An attitude and heading reference system with an optic vision aiding capability. This capability 

will be provided by a camera observing a horizon and will assure the attitude and heading 

stabilization. A challenge in this task is in an image processing, which is not the field of applicant 

interest thus it will be solved in cooperation, but also in adaptive data fusion, which is  

the applicant main concern.    

 Optimized methods for navigation data processing in harsh environment conditions, plus  

for increasing capability of low-cost MEMS based navigation units through a measurement frame 

modification and signal processing as well as their integration with aiding measurement systems.  

Objectives of this point also consider the continuation of activities paid to the modular navigation 

system proposed by the applicant in cooperation with his PhD. students.  
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Summary: This thesis is devoted to the problems of modern sensors implementation in preferably low 

cost navigation systems. The design of a navigation system is generally a complex issue and requires 

profound knowledge in navigation principles, sensor technology, signal and data processing, 

calibration methodology as well as knowledge in measurement system modeling, fusion and 

implementation. Inertial navigation systems for aircraft navigation are in general very expensive, 

because of high precision requirements (1 NM/hour in position). Moreover, they are designed to be 

standalone which gives excessively demanding requirements on applied sensors. Such sensors are thus 

very expensive, and therefore this kind of navigation system is mainly determined for large aircrafts or 

ships. In other applications there prevails an effort to use cost-effective solutions often utilizing 

MEMS based sensor. In this case “aided navigation systems” have to be used, because inertial sensors 

(accelerometers, angular rate sensors/gyros) performance cannot sufficiently satisfy demanding 

precision requirements. Therefore, additional external measurement systems (aided navigation) have 

to be implemented. 

First chapter guides a reader in a development process of an aided navigation system and points out 

specific areas in which the applicant has contributed. Chapter 2 introduces current state-of-of-the-art  

in navigation systems and deals with theoretical background necessary for understanding the methods 

and technology the applicant applied for fulfilling the goals of his motivation and predetermined 

objectives. Chapter 3 further reports areas of R&D activities included in this thesis. They are mainly 

focused on the development of methods leading to the improvement of navigation systems’ 

performance. Besides theoretical solutions and laboratory applications, the thesis also addresses 

practical needs being solved in cooperation with aircraft industry partners. Therefore, the mainstream 

of the thesis is devoted to a completeness of navigation systems design. Main topics of the thesis 

might be summarized as: 

 estimation of deterministic sensor parameters and calibration procedures, 

 estimation of the stochastic sensor parameter and modeling, 

 measurement frames modification, 

 navigation data evaluation and their fusion, 

 data pre-processing and validation, 

 aiding systems and their integration. 

 

The applicant contribution is presented in chapter 4 by selected papers which were published  

in both journals and conference proceedings. The content of this chapter is then extended in chapter 5 

by the description of other applicant contribution which has not been published yet.  

  

Conclusion: The theoretical background and experience in R&D included in the thesis were fully 

exploited in the applicant educational activities. There have been bachelor, master, and PhD degree 

students involved in his practically oriented research projects which led to the stimulation of their 

interest and motivation to work in technical branches. In years 2008-2012 6 bachelor theses, 5 master 

theses, and one finished PhD thesis were inspired by topics closely related to navigation system design 

and supervised by the applicant. Moreover, currently other three PhD students deal with navigation 

system applications using the new ideas and results presented in this thesis. The work of the applicant 

in the field of navigation systems formed a corner stone of the establishment of new specialization 

“navigation systems” in the Department of Measurement. It also has undoubtedly positive influence  

on educational activities by making a study branch “Aircraft and space systems” taught at CTU  

in Prague attractive for young people. At the same time involving modern methods and technology 

contained in this thesis enhances quality of applicant lecturing activities for foreign and Czech 

students. The aerospace oriented study branch creates a platform for establishing international 

relationships within PEGASUS Network representing the net of cooperating European universities  

in the field of aerospace. A main goal of this international cooperation is in student exchange as well 

as in cooperation with industry in the level of student interships which in both cases enhance the level 

of education at CTU in Prague.   
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